
 

ENGLISH (01 SEPTEMBER 2018)

IBPS RRB  

1.  West Bengal Chief Minister(1)/ said religion means 

brotherhood and unity,(2)/ while addressing a gathering(3)/ 

on the occasion of 350th birth anniversary for Guru Gobind 

Singh.(4)/No Error(5) 

 Answer - (4) Use ‘of’ instead of ‘for’ 

2.  Haryana Government has decided to delegate more powers 

to (1)/ hospitals in the districts on the management of funds 

for the (2)/ purchase of medicines, medical consumables, 

equipments and upkeep of (3)/ hospitals to ensure smooth 

and time delivery of healthcare services in the state. (4)/ No 

Error (5) 

 Answer - (4) use ‘timely’ instead of ‘time’ 

3.  Three persons of a family, including a woman and a minor 

girl, (1)/ suffered burn injuries when a fire broken (2)/ out 

in their house following a cooking gas cylinder explosion 

(3)/ in Veerapatti village under Badagaon police station, 

police said. (4)/ No Error (5) 

 Answer - (2) use ‘broke’ instead of ‘broken’ 

4.  Seeking to give a greater momentum to their strategic 

relationship,(1)/ India and France discussed about a wide 

spectrum of issues, including defence (2)/ and terrorism, 

with the French side saying the bilateral ties should (3)/ 

move forward with the speed of a Rafale fighter jet. (4)/ No 

Error (5) 

 Answer - (2) remove ‘about’ 

5.  The overall stakes in the prospects of Samsung could not be 

greater(1)/, given that the entity is one of the country’s 

largest (2)/employer and its revenues amount to a 

substantial chunk(3)/ of South Korea’s gross domestic 

product.(4)/No Error.(5) 

 Answer- (3) ‘employers’ should replace ‘employer’ 

 

6.  Legal proceedings under way involving(1)/ some of South 

Korea’s electronics giants are evidence (2)/of the unhealthy 

nexus between corporations and(3)/ officialdom coming 

below systematic scrutiny(4)/No Error.(5) 

 Answer – (4) ‘Under’ should replace ‘Below’ 

7.  Reliace Jio added seven customers every second (1)/ a 

record for India and Indians, this is (2)/an unprecedent level 

of acceptance for any (3)/ tech company anywhere in the 

world.(4)/No Error.(5) 

 Answer-(3) ‘Unprecedented’ should replace ‘unprecedent’ 

8.  The flurry of actions by the government (1) /on terrorism 

the minister has given the impressive (2)/of movement on 

an issue that has been a(3)/ point of contention between both 

the countries.(4)/No error. (5) 

 Answer – (2) ‘impression’ should replace ‘impressive’ 

9.  Finance ministry assured CBEC officers (1)/ that there will 

be no reduction of manpower (2)/ under new GST regime 

and HR policy will (3)/ be drafted after taking their views 

on board. (4)/ No Error (5) 

 Answer - (1) use ‘has’ before ‘assured’. 

10.  The constitutional court has another few months(1)/ to 

dispose of the impeachment petition over(2)/ a scandal that 

saw hundreds of thousands of (3)/people take to the streets 

towards the end of 2016.(4)/No. Error.(5) 

 Answer – (4) ‘took’ should replace ‘take’ 
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